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ARRIVAL 

I, , ,,,. ' h se stories tell us, that are from birth given the status 
tc 111.1 an later be lost and therefore luxuriously mourned. Male 

' proves much more stubborn and debilitating than its female 
, 11u11terpart because it is based on the . b . 
cl' revocation, Y time or whatever else 

tsconnects the son from Gatsby's "pa f )'f; ,, f . . . 
ift Th. . h . p o t e, o an actual and ongmal 

g • is is w y, m our culture, men are so often passive and 
often an . • • h B women so 
the Goll;' I~ tsH~ y ~et Har_te remains the ever-popular chronicler of 

us • is stones retail a past that can be warmly b d 
th I fi remem ere • 

e~. rep ace, or the uncritical reader, the pain of memor with th~ 
rev1s1ons of nostalgia. The story of the Chinese in Cal1.fio . y . 

I rn1a serves 1n 
~ont~as_t, n~t ~n y as the story of the daughter's arrival as a cultural f;rce 

~t: m it~ c a enge to the most fully realized male fantasy about Cali for 
mas goo gone past, as the story of history's return. -

CHAPTER FOUR 

THE ·SAN FRANCISCO 
EARTHQUAKE AND FIRE 

The Culture of Spectacle 

THE SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE knocked William James out of bed. 
Lying awake at about half past five in the morning in hi~ little 

apartment on the campus of Stanford University, he felt his bed begin 
to waggle. Before departing on his western tour, the philosopher
psychologist had been wished well by Bakewell, a friend from California: 

"I hope they'll treat you to a little bit of an earthquake while you're there. It's a 

pity you shouldn't have that local experience." Well, when I lay in bed at about 
half-past five that morning, wide-awake, and the room began to sway, my first 
thought was, "Here's Bakewell's earthquake, after all"; and when it went 
crescendo and reached fortissimo in less than half a minute, and the room was 

shaken like a rat by a terrier, with the most vicious expression you can possibly 

imagine, it was to my mind absolutely an entity that had been waiting all this 
time holding back its activity, but at last saying, "Now, go it!" and it was 
impossible not to conceive it as animated by a will, so vicious was the temper 
displayed-everything down, in the room, that could go down, bureaus, etc., 
etc., and the shaking so rapid and vehement. All the while no fear, only 
admiration for the way a wooden house could prove its elasticity, and glee over 
the vividness of the manner in which such an abstract idea as "earthquake" 

could verify itself into sensible reality. 
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W ritin r four days after the earthquak ·, the working psychologist 
Q1ickly translated the experience into an experiment where abstractions 
vere verified. James even insisted on visiting the epicenter of the disaster 
md so boarded the only train that reached San Francisco on April 18. In 
ai essay published two months later, "On Some Mental Effects of the 
hrthquake" (in Memories and Studies, 1911), he translated the California 
eents into a parable of morale. 

In the essay James made two important modifications to his initial 
acount: "Sitting up involuntarily, and taking a kneeling position, I was 
drown down on my face as it wentfortior shaking the room as a terrier 
slakes a rat." In the letter there was no mention of being thrown on his 
fr:e or of doing anything involuntarily. Perhaps James decided to play up 
h; vulnerability so as to highlight the moment when he would assume 
cmtrol. In the letter James heard the earthquake saying, "Now,go it!" In 
th essay he himself says this, in response to the delight and welcome he 
fels in the middle of all the shaking: " 'Go it,' I almost cried aloud, 'and 
gcit stronger!'" In assuming the voice of the earthquake, James aligns 
hinself with the disaster and its tell uric power. 

Both the letter and the essay personify the earthquake; it is animated 
bya will. Of course James knew that the event was one without an actual 
inention and that from the point of view of science "earthquake is simply 
th, collective name of all the craoks and shakings and disturbances that 
ha,pen." But since, as a psychologist, his concern was with subjective 
phnomena-with our way of taking things-James felt liberated to 
expore the immediate data of consciousness. His openness to the irra
tirnal and primitivf nature of his own responses produced some of the 
bes writing about t'he earthquake, imposing conflict and suspense on an 
othrwise random, ,physical event in order to give it the "overpowering 
dranatic convincingness,'' as he put it, of a story. 

~here is no significant "literature" of the San Francisco earthquake 
andire, and for this, perhaps, we should be grateful. Of my five fires, it is 
thernly catastrophe instigated by nature. Writing is not much given to 
elabrating events that are brief, sudden, and inexplicable. Movies have 
hadbetter luck with the subject, since it does afford plenty to watch. In 
novls like Storm (1941) and Fire (1948), George Stewart attempted to 
mak personified meteorological events into active protagonists. He 
loca~d the action in California because California is the place where such 
ever:s are located. It is a naturalist's paradise: to live with the prospect of 
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h d "the Santa Ana is to accept," 
cl f fire and droug tan · • ·arthquakc an orest . I a deeply mechanistic 

. . " onsciously or unconscious y, 
Joan D1d1on argues, c 1· 'th th1·c view as James 

< • ,, I der to ,ve w1 ., ' 
. of human behavior. n or 

VI W . 

sh wed, we must also repr_ess ith. b ut survived the earthquake 
d h C 1·r, rn1ans e wrote a o 

James an t e at o . . . to the spectatorial self. At a 
• h xpenencmg m 

and fire by subsummg t e ed . 11 asserted herself, James draws 
h t e most ramattca y . . h 

moment w en na ur . . f h ent The process begms wit 
. h it ral med1at1on o t e ev • . . ,, I h 

attention tot e cu_ u c \ " o fear only adm1rat10n. n t e 
I h l tter James iee s n ' . . d the first tremor. n t e e • • " Recognition an . • f" leeful recogn1t10n. 

essay his first consciousness is o fg . ng terror. Delight and we!-
. ponents O overcom1 " 

admirat10n are not com . . . • the essay that sensa-
, ortion He mamtams m 

ome, rather, are James s p • h 1· l th ught and no reflection or 
. 0 strong t at 1tt e o , ,, 

tion and emotion were s . ed by the phenomenon. 
'bl • he short ume consum . 

volition, were posst e m t b l t of the "short time" belies 
.1 d d hapely ver a accoun 

Yet his own deta1 e an s , . <l his awareness of them 
b en James s emot10ns an 

this claim. The gap etwe . l . s the ever-present power and 
is so distinct that it impressive y convey 

f h human watcher. • 'dl composure o t e . J mes witnesses a city rapt y 
h . ·n San Francisco, a . T 

Once e arnves t h' f the material rums. wo 
. . If He chooses to say not mg o . . f 

recomposmg itse • . "h .d. f the improv1sat1on o 
. . d The first is t e rapt ity o . 

things strike him mstea • k . . t work. The second ts the 
h ,, E ryone who can wor ts a 

order out of c aos. ve l , . f are "inexpressive of emo-
. . ,, h . es Peop es aces 

"universal equanimity e se • . . tal word. "The terms 
athettc or senumen . 

tion,, and he hears not a p f l , lips but always with a 
'awful,' 'dreadful,' fell _often enou~hh romf pe~~:ts see~ed to admire the 

g and wit a ace d . 
sort of abstract meanm , , h . b wailed its cuttingness." A m1-

h as muc as it e 
vastness of the catastrop e h d d the conversion of the catastro-

. ton every an , an d 
ration, then, ts presen . d that Californians have learne 

h . b dmire suggests . I 
phe into somet mg to e_ a I . the distanced, dimens10n ess 
to cope with loss by castmg themse ves mto 

space of a photograph. f the earthquake in order to 
. h J 's two accounts o I 

I begin wit ames helming catastrophes, peop e 
d • the most overw . 

establish that even urmg R b Altman makes this pomt at 
• f the event. o ert 

will make representations o h d' ce of the movie watches 
. Sh . C t where t e au ien . 

the end of his 1992 m_t u s,h_ TV an earthquake through which 
. • h movie watc mg on . h an audience m t e . d re that even a smgle watc er 

. . J , . t o versions un ersco . 
they are hvmg. ames s w And such responses take on a hfe as 
can generate a plural response. 
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·nduring a d1 physical ons qu 11 'S of d, • v nt- ons qucnccs f,11111 
which 'an Franci co, in any case, quickly recovered. With the earthquak 
and fire, San Francisco began an immediate translation of the text into 1', 
myth. The distinction is Gary Snyder's: the text is the given particular~ 111 
an event, the facts on the ground; the myth is their transformation i1110 
the dramatic convincingness of a story. The particular story that S,111 
Francisco told itself about the earthquake and fire was of a city co< II 
eyeing its own destruction, a city acting "casual," as Kathryn Hulm 
describes a man blowing drifting char from his hands, "casual when you 
knew he wasn't feeling so." The conversion of catastrophe into specta< I 
depended, in turn, on the emerging technologies of still photograph 

"OH, 1s THAT A STILL from a Cecil De Mille picture?" This question w,1 
actually asked about the most famous photographic image produced of the 
San Francisco earthquake and fire-Arnold Genthe's shot down Sa ra 
men to Street taken on the morning of April 18, 1906. Photography play(•d 
a unique and sometimes peremptory role in recording the event, and tl1< 
surviving books about the disaster display, for the most part, a preferc111 < 

for image over word. The Roehling Construction Company's commi, 
sioned volume, The San Francisco Earthquake and Fire (1906), does 11111 
immediately recommend itscc;lf as an adequate account of those four A pr rl 
days; the book sits dusty and unconsulted on a few university librar 
shelves. Yet even this market-driven document maintains a kind of mule 
eloquence through the sheer power of its photographs, images that conv ·11 

an otherwise tedious report into a visual representation of the vanity ol 
human wishes: Here are steel uprights melted into themselves like ribbon 
candy. A large entablature supported by two columns stands, like a vestigr 
of the Roman ~'orum, before the ruins of City Hall. In some photograph,, 
the only vertical shapes are the outlines of still-standing chimneys. 

Roebling sent engineer A.L.A. Himmelwright to San Francisco a, 
soon as it was "possible to visit the burned district." That area cover ·d 
4.11 square miles, virtually all of San Francisco's old downtown. Wain 
mains had been severed by the earthquake, and fire burned virtuall 
unchecked throughout the city until the U.S. Army began dynamiting, 
After three days the fire was stopped as it threatened to jump the V:111 
Ness corridor. By that time 435 people had lost their lives, and 514 i1 

, blocks had been burned. 

I IV I I 111 I• S 

.,. 1,1111g had pioneered fire

,1 '' 111,1 i u ·ti n methods, espe
d1t· "~ f reinforced con
\ltn ·xamining more rhan 

\1111\dings, Himmelwright 
, 'l11d d that the most resilient 
\.\ui~ d ign was a steel skele-

1th reinforced-concrete cur
., .,11 onstru~tion. As proof of 

ltr produced a photogr~p~ of 
I 1111 ·\ St. Francis, a bmld1ng 

"' II k,\bly uninjured. The St. 

l l l 

' 1111 ,., had been built with Roeb
, , , •gmented-concrete A~ors 

1111 l oncrete column protection. This photograph was first publish~d in A.L.A. 
1\111 most of the book's photo- Himmelwright's The San Francisco 

'111\i,, taken by R. J. Waters and Earthquake and Fire (1906). A structuml 
,,111pany, tell a different story. engineer, Himmelwright was sent to the city 

I 
. shock and heat so immediately after the fi,·e to assess the efficacy 

111 ( epict a . t,on Cottrtesy 
hat the notion of preven- of .-einforced concrete const,uc • 

1,1,111, t · .FV·· na 
I 

l as a supreme fie- of the Umvernty o1 "K' ' • 
11111 o ms on Y 

, ,, ,11. If the Crocker Building . "suh1· ected to normal fire 
. l . 't was because it was " . l 

,,11,d relauve y mtact, 1 f the Earthquake, H1mme -
• "Th Lessons o 

""' ." In his conclus1on, ~ 1· "th the visual evidence. As a 
b 

. h' argument mto me w1 h' 
I ,ght nngs is l . b ut overly high c imneys, 

l 
. he draws cone us10ns a o d' ll 

II Ill tura engmeer, . B h. rimary conclusion ra ica y 
I. d roofing ules. ut is p f h 

111111 tar qua 1ty, an . I ·1 the depopulation o t e two 
. f prevenuon: t enta1 s . . c 

, 11,1nds the nouon o h t f Cali form a as a site ior S .k. at the very ear o 
i11,qor cities in the state. tn mg . h sts that builders should hence-

h . Himmelwng t sugge l L. " l,11111an arc itecture, . . t Geological Fau t mes. 
. L • in Close Prox1m1ty o ·11· 

1,111h "Av01d ocauons d B 1990 more than 20 m1 wn 
. h t been followe • Y • h 

I'" suggestton as no ·t f h hundreds of California eart -
111 ople lived within twenty m1 es o t e 

'111,,ke faults. h . h have been sympathetic to Him-
Photographer Arnold Gent e m1g t. \ . a position to admire the 

\ • He was certain Y 111 . 
u,dwright's cone us1ons. d . about on the mornmg 

f H l S Francis After wan enng h l 
', ,iliency o ote t. • d de his way to the ote • 
,.( the quake, he found himself hungry an ma 



Th ·r • h dis over d a crow I cl I bby and dining r m. l lis la t in ·al. 
th· ni ht before, had been a supper after Enric Caruso's performanu· 
in Ca1men. Now, near the entrance to the hotel, he saw the opera sing 1 

himself in a fur coat and pajamas muttering to himself, " 'Ell of a pla ·I 
'Ell of a place!" Despite the lack of gas and electricity, the hotel coffrt· 
was hot. After a breakfast of bread and butter and fruit, Genthe ask ·d 
his waiter for a check. "No charge today, sir," he replied. "Everyone i!I 
welcome as long as things hold out." The equanimity with which 
Californians today coexist with the imminence of natural catastroph • 
can be explained, in part, by the pathos of such moments, in which th 

loss of property is offset by the temporary gain of a felt sense of 
community. 

Genthe had arrived in San Francisco in 1885. Trained as a draftsman, 
he wandered into Old Chinatown and attempted to make some sketches 
of it. But his subjects refused to sit still, disappearing into cellars and 
doorways. So he "decided to try to take some photographs." Knowing 
that the Chinese saw any camera as the "black devil box," he bought one 
small enough to conceal, with a Zeiss lens. 

Because of the darkness of Chinatown's narrow streets, the reserve of its 
inhabitants, and the slow speed of his plates and films, Genthe learned to 
efface himself so as to capture his subjects without being seen. The result, 
Pictures of Old Chinatown (1908), ~s the most enduring visual record of the 
eight blocks of the Chinese district that went up in the 1906 fire. 

The fire that destroyed Chinatown also opened up California to a new 
wave of Chinese immigration, since the fire also destroyed the municipal 
records that controlled the flow of newcomers from China. According to 

I 

the laws in force in il 906, any Chinese who could claim U.S. citizenship by 
birth or derivation was allowed to enter the country. After the fire, a 

I 

thriving trade in "paper sons" grew up, since an invented genealogy now 
had as much standing, given the loss of the paper record, as a real one. 
Before the earthquake, immigrants claiming the right to admission had 
been subjected to a cross-examination at the port of entry until an identity 
could be verified. Now, for immigrating Chinese, these interviews now 
took on the quality of an elaborate and deadly serious game in which the 
inventiveness of the immigrant was matched against the suspicion of the 
interviewer. "Every paper a China Man wanted for citizenship and 
legality burned in that fire," Maxine Hong Kingston writes. "An authen
tic citizen, then, had no more papers than an alien. Any paper a China 

• 
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·' 
• bl " The German-born Genthe discovered San 

11110/d Genthe's "Street of the Garn ers. d photographed its inhabitants 
• h orly years of the centu,.., an I 

/·11111cisco's Chinatown ,n t e e . f Old Ch' town was published in 1908, a litt e 
l d . His Pictures o ma 

,,,,th a concea e came1a. . hb h d had been destroyed by fire. Cotfftesy 
tH'fl' a year after the eight-square-block nerg or oo • 

of the Libra,·y of Congress. , 

d 
h d been 'burned up in the Fire of 1906.' Every 

Man could not pro uce a . . ,, 
, . M s reborn out of that fire a citizen. . 

Chma an wa l d eriod. Before the earthquake, Chmese 
Thus began the A~gel~s;~ee~ detained at a two-story shed in the San 

arriving at San Francisco a_ . . . rants after the fire, Chinese 
. h b W'th the increase in imm1g . 

ranosco ar or. i d . t re A barracks was built 
l d f, ccommo ating struc u • 

leaders cal e or a more a_ 0 ll ch· immigrants were detained 
n Angel Island, and until 194 a inese 

and processed in this facility. digression from the drama 

While the Angel !sland sto? ma~a~::: :he heart of the matter. For 
of the earthquake, It proves'. instea ' . . rthquake and fire, as 

. . S F ncisco communiues, ea 
already existing an ra . to cope in style The movie 
ordeals to be endured, w~re a\oppori:::~st enduring, sent;mental, and 
San Francisco has given this resi dienhcy . d" te and terrible losses suf-

. . l y t beyon t e imme ta 
apohuca treatment. e ~ h r ves of Californians. The 
fered, the fire had lasting consequences or t e t 
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"U.S. Quaranti11e Statio11 (Port 

of Sa11 Fra11cisco). Se11eral 11iews 

showi11g shops, fo,·eground, 

laund1y, bathing barracks, a11d 

disinfecting plant." After 1910, 

when the Angel Island facility 

was opened, Chinese i,m;nigrants 

were detained at the facility and 
subjected to rigorous 

questioning about thei,· claims 

to citizenship status. Some were 

held on the island for months 

and e11e11 yea1:r. This and the 

following four photographs were 

taken by the National Health 

Ser11ice and a,·e published here 

with their original captions. 

Courtesy of the National 
Archi11es. 

"Aliens an-i11i11g." 
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"l'ucki11g baggage after disi11fectio11." 

'View aboard 11essel showi11g partial res:,tlt of 

f11migatio11 from destruction of rode11ts. 

'View aboard 11essel." 
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spc 1a an Prancisc wat hing itself burn was elaborated, in part, to 
obscure these consequences and to suggest that in its aftermath the city 
was required simply to rebuild. 

For Chinese immigrants, the fire resulted in far more-it radically 
improved their odds at achieving entry. Those odds were complicated, 
however, by the screening measures enforced at the new immigration 
station. "There are two islands in San Francisco Bay which contain ruined 
buildings with doors four inches thick," Shawn Wong writes in the 1979 
novel Homebase. "The islands are Alcatraz and Angel Island. Alcatraz is a 
National Park and Angel Island is a California State Park. Both were 
places of great sadness and great pain." On Angel Island the Chinese were 
separated from the immigrating Japanese and other Asians. The sexes 
were also segregated; up to three hundred Chinese men and fifty Chinese 
women were held on the island at a11y one time. Visitors were forbidden, in 
order to prevent coaching of the newly arrived. But every immigrant 
required coaching, since even those with valid claims were asked detailed 
questions about the number of steps to Father's house in Canton or the 
location of Uncle's rice bin. Judy Yung reports that "one Chinese woman 
who was illiterate resorted to memorizing the coaching information on her 
family background by putting it into a song." Immigrants arriving at Ellis 

Island in New York were asked, typically, twenty-nine questions; at Angel 
Island those seeking entry could he asked from two hundred to one 
thousand. The answers they gave had to be corroborated by witnesses. The 
Chinese kitchen staff on the island surreptitiously helped families keep 
their stories straight ~y ferrying messages to and from the city. By the 1920s 
the average period Of detention lasted two to three weeks, although in 
some cases it could stretch into months or even years. 

In 1970 park ranger Alexander Weiss noticed some Chinese characters 
inscribed on the walls of the long-abandoned island barracks. It turned 
out that the walls were covered with poems. Weiss arranged to have the 
walls photographed. Mak Takahashi's photographs recovered the text of 
some 135 poems that had been written on the barracks walls by detainees. 
But the first act of recovery had begun in 1931 and 1932, when detainees 
Smiley Jann and Tet Yee copied most of the poems then on the walls. 
These manuscripts, along with Takahashi's photographs and rubbings 
and additional copies made over the years, have been gathered by Him 
Mar!< Lai, Genny Lim, and Judy Yung into Island: Poetry and History of 
Chinese Immigrants on Angel Island, 1910-1940 (1980). 

I l 7 
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·ved in the wall of an Angel Island barracks by a 
This photograph shows one of the poems ca, . 
male Chinese immigrant. Courtesy of Chns Hme. 

To a Western eye, the original poems comprise, on the pag~, bea~ti::~ 
< II. h All of the poems are wntten m 

squares and rectangles of ca igrap y. . h 1· I with\ five to 
b • f f four to e1g t mes ong, 

classical style. Most ar_e ne '1 rom b male detainees have survived. 
seven characters per line. On y poems y 
The first translation reads as follows: 

• . • d t , ·ng for a thousand Ii. 
The sea-scape resembles lichen twisting an u,m 

There is no shore to land and it is difficult to walk. ld b 
. d h 't thinking all wou e so. With a gentle breeze I anwe at t e ct y . . ? 

k he was to live in a wooden. butlding. 
At case, how was one to now 

. h ~ "wooden building" recurs frequently in these 

The~~~~~:s~ce:r;~:r w::te them clearly thought of their timCeh~n the 
po , . f en e and return to ma are 
islan~ as an imprisonmen~~:~:;tso~t~:vsix~y-nine poems refigures the 
also linked throughout. T . h'ch the Chinese occupy 

. l . California as a conquest m w t 
d1fficu ~ 1ourney to( h I d f the Flowery Flag) and make historic pres
the United States t e an ° 
ervation of the barracks their ultimate payback: 
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If the land of the Flowery Flag is occupied by II in tttrn, 

The wooden building will be left for the angel's revenge. 

GENTHE's PHOTOGRAPHS OF old Chinatown testify to a survival in discon
tinuity, a remnant saved from the fire. The techniques he devdoped in 
making them also enabled his future career. Struck by the beauty of Cali
fornia women, and aware of the money to be made from San Francisco's 
vain nouveau oligarchy, the handsome German emigre decided to apply his 
new method to society portraiture. He thus made the transition from docu
menting the elusive or invisible "other" to representing the already
prominent rich. "Perhaps, I thought, if they were photographed in the 
unobtrusive manner which worked so well with my shy and unsuspecting 
Chinese subjects, if they were not allowed to become self-conscious by 
artificial posing, if they could be kept from knowing the exact moment the 
exposure was being made-then something more of their spirit might be 
brought out by the camera." Genthe opened a studio in 1898. His first client 
was the wife of W. H. Crocker, and as he succeeded in pleasing her, the 
industry of modern celebrity photography in California was born. 

Genthe's memoir of his years in San Francisco, As I Remember (1936), 
contains 112 of his photographs, including images of Mary Pickford, 
Isadora Duncan, and Sarah Bernhardt. The book also contains a chapter 
called "Earthquake and Fire." The prose of this chapter measures the 
adequacy of verbal accounts of catastrophe in the age of photographic 
reproduction. 

Genthe begins by de;;cribing the "terrifying sound" of Chinese porce
lains crashing to the flobr-an event that marks liis social status but also 
establishes his tone of dandified chagrin. The earthquake becomes, for 
him, an inconvenience that requires a sporting response. The question of 
dress being paramount in his mind, Genthe starts to disrobe but decides 
"that the most suitable 'earthquake attire' would be my khaki riding 
things-I was to live in them for weeks." 

The psychologist and the photographer: Could the city have been more 
fortunate than to have these professional witnesses on hand that day? 
Like James, Genthe converts the event into an allegory of morale, and 
like James, he maintains his own morale by distancing himself from the 
experience, turning it into a spectacle to be watched. "The streets pre
sented a weird appearance," Genthe writes, 

Ji< 
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. • a·amas and dinner coats, 
mothers and hi\drcn in their nightgowns, men m p I h M 

• h t'I thrown over t em. any 
t ·1 dressed with evening wraps as I Y women scan I Y • b' d • h f r 

ludicrous sights met the eye: an old lady carrying a large ir d cag~ w1~an~~ a 

kittens inside, while the original occcupant, the parro~, perche . on l;.r 'b 
d I holding a pot of calla lilies, muttering to h1mse ' a scr~ 

man ten. er y h nd a new broom and in the other a large black hat with 
woman, m one a . ld fashioned nightshirt and swallow tails, being 

t • h plumes· a man m an o -
os nc ' . k h' "Say Mister I guess you 
startled when a friendly policeman spo e to im, ' ' 

better put on some pants." 

h 
. hat meets the eye. Understanding this, Genthe 

What counts ere is w B h he h. d' t get a camera ut t ere 
has his breakfast, then returns to is stu 10 o . • walks to 

discovers that falling plaster has dam1ed ~e~yt1;g~:~ t~: George 
M Street and borrows a -ir A o a p 
K::~g::t~ts the streets. "For several weeks I did not concern mysel~ 

. h h ht of the future. I blithely continued to take photographs. 
wit any t oug . . h d used soft focus and deep shadows to 

Genthe's society portraits a d fi 

flatter h~s ~~~~ec::h:eL:~l~:d~~~::::.?: ; 0~:li::~~~:;~:i:ne:sr::~ 

:~:•/:~;tic~ltagainst the twinkling lights of distant hills. But m h~ne 
c . . . e he abandons the picturesque and captures somet. mg 
cortu1tous 1mag · "S F sco· 

I 
As I Remember the photograph bears the caption an ranc1 • 

more. n . . 
April 18th, 1906." Genthe gives it this descnpt10n: 

f .h 
. I had made during the fire, there arc several, I believe, that will 

O t e pictures h I ded the 
of lastin interest. There is particularly the one scene t at re_cor 

be . fg h fi. t day of the fire (on Sacramento Street, looking toward 
morning o t e rs ' • · h I f th 
h B ) which shows, in a pictorially effective compos1t1on, t e resu ts o he 

t e ay k h b . ·ng of the fire and the attitude of the people. On t e 
thqua e t e egmni 

e~r . h ' h f t of which had collapsed into the street. The occupants 
nght is a ouse, t e ron . ach of the fire. Groups of 
are sitting on chairs calmly watchm~ the appro_ h I ds of smoke. 

d. in the street mouonless, gazing at t e c ou 
people are stan mg I h , uld ·1ust move up a block. It is hard to believe 
Wh n the fire crept c ose, t ey wo • 

that\uch a scene actually occurred in
1
t~e :a~,~: 1;;::;:a~~/~~:s:n~se:~; 

l I pon seeing 1t have exc a1me , , . 
Severa peop e u . h b. "No the director of this 
De Mille picture?" To which the answer as een, ' 

scene was the Lord himself." 

. traordinar uestion could not have been asked in 1906; De-
This ex . y q . I . 1913 In 1906 the more apt reference 

Mille began makwg movies on y m • 
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would have been to San Francisco-born producer and playwright David 
Belasco. Belasco's turn-of-the century theater productions were noted for 
their melodramatic plots and ambitiously realistic sets. His 1905 The Girl 
of the Golden West became famous for the special effects in a storm scene; 
in a play staged in the year of the earthquake, Belasco insisted that real 
oranges be hung on the set's artificial trees. 

Belasco gave DeMille his start in the theater. The filmmaker trans
ferred Belasco's obsession with mimesis to the screen and received, for his 
1923 production of The Ten Commandments, his teacher's highest acco
lade: "At last! A spectacle that out--Belascoes Belasco!" 

Genthe's position in this evolution is pivotal. His famous photograph 
of the earthquake marks the transition from the realism of three
dimensional theatrical space to the surrealism of two-dimensional film 
projection. In this progression the world viewed-and especially its 
arresting catastrophes, since DeMille loved shipwrecks and surging 
mobs-is steadily internalized into a manageable and manipulable im-
age. The sense of something staged, as if Gen the had taken a picture of 
people acting in a movie; the repetition of words like "watching" and 
"gazing" in Genthe's prose; the emphasis upon "the attitude of the 
people" rather than on the content of what they see-all this marks the 
full emergence, on California soil, of the culture of the spectacle. 

''I'M A CALIPORNIA PHOTOGRAPHI~R": Ansel Adams introduced himself to 

Alfred Stieglitz with these words in l 933, on the occasion of their first 
meeting in New York. Adams had trained for a career in music, but in 
1930 Paul Strand convinced him to commit to photography after seeing 
his negatives at a dinner party in Santa Fe. Adams soon became the center 
of Group f/64, a gathering of Northern California photographers who 
were opposed to the reigning pictorialism of the day and dedicated to 
"straight photography." The membership included Adams, Edward 
Weston, Imogen Cunningham, Willard Van Dyke, and Weston's son 
Brett. While he would later call Weston the "top man" in photography, it 
was Adams himself, through his monumental images of the Sierra Nev
ada and especially of Yosemite, who became the state's most visible 
exponent of camera work. As his service with the Sierra Club and his 
association with the national parks transformed him into a national 
figure, Adams met with presidents-he befriended Ford, photographed 

• 
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arter, and spent fifty minutes arguing with R ·agan ab ut the envi,011 
ment in 1983-and developed friendships with artists like Mary Austin, 
Georgia O'Keeffe, Walker Evans, and Dorothea Lange. 

Adams had lived through the San Francisco earthquake at the ~•ge of 

four. In the first chapter of his autobiography, Adams reprints Genth ·\ 
famous "April 18th" photograph, although he identifies the shot as taken 
down Clay rather than Sacramento Street. Later in the volume, Adam~ 
writes of curating the first exhibit for the department of photography ;u 

the Museum of Modern Art in 1940. Wanting to include Genthe but 
finding no adequate prints, Adams nervously approached the famous 
man, who agreed with enthusiasm to Adams's printing of both "Th 
Street of the Gamblers," a Chinatow~ photograph, and the now-renamed 
"View Down Clay Street, San Francisco." Instead of using Genthe's 
greenish textured paper and warm~toned developer, Adams decided 
upon glossy paper toned in selenium. The result was so good that Genthe 
exclaimed," 'Why didn't I print them that way in the first place?'" 

So Adams revisited and retouched the famous image of the earthquake 
and fire. In An Autobiography he represents the earthquake as his most 
profound early memory, and Genthe's is the only photograph of it that he 

chooses to include. As Adams tells his story, here and in Letters and 

Images, the earthquake provided for hi_m both a point of departure and an 
object of reaction, a managed traum~ that helped him to consolidate a 
countervailing artistic vision. 

In 1906 the Adams family lived in a spacious house in the dunes 
beyond the Golden Gate. From his room Ansel could hear the waves 
crashing on Baker Beacp. The evening of April 17 was quiet; Ansel slept 
in his child's bed ne~t to Nelly, his nanny, while Kong, the Chinese cook, 
slept in the basement. ' 

At five-fifteen the next morning, we were awakened by a tremendous noise. 

Our beds were moving violently about. Nelly held frantically onto mine, as 

together we crasheJ back and forth against the walls. Our west window gave 

way in a shower of glass, and the handsome brick chimney passed by the north 

window, slicing through the greenhouse my father had just completed. The 
roaring, swaying, moving, and grinding continued for what seemed a long 

time; it actually took less than a minute. Then, there was a eerie silence with 

only the surf sounds coming through the shattered window and an occasional 
crash of plaster and tinkle of glass from downstairs. 

12 
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'l'h. amily r gr up d outdo rs, after preventing the dazed Kon~ 
lt•Hll starting a fire in the kitchen stove. Adams quickly learned to watt 
1
111 

<,ftcrshocks, to hear them building: "It was fun for me, but not_ for 

111
yonc else." The call came for breakfast, and as he ran to a~swer it, a 

1 
v ·re aftershock threw him to the ground. "I tumbled agamst a low 

lu 
I 

k garden wall, my nose making violent contact "".ith quite a bloody 

1 
I I ct." A doctor advised that the nose be left alone until Adams matured, 

.111d it was never fixed. Hence the famous Adams nose: "My beauty was 

111
arred forever-the septum was thoroughly broken." 
Despite the disfigurement, Adams refrains from claiming the earth

quake as his own. A day later, after a trip to Chinatown, Kong returned 
looking grim: "He had found no one and fire was everywhere. I_--Ie n~ver 
discovered what happened to his family." In retrospect, Adams 1m~g1P..es 
I' ong's losses: "I have heard an estimate of four hundred lives lost; 1t was 
:,I 

O 
said that the real total was closer to four thousand, as it is prob~ble 

that the Chinese had never been counted." He also understands the 
intense anxiety my father must have felt, thousands of miles away." 

Arriving in the city six days later and unable to re~t a h~rs~ and buggy, 
Charles Adams walked and ran the five miles to his family s h~me. 

Adams ends the chapter called "Beginnings" with the followmg para-

graph: 

My closest experience with profound human suffering was ~hat eart~quake 

and fire. But we were not burned out, ruined, or bereft of family and fnends. I 

never went to war, too young for the First and too old for the Second. The 

great events of the world have been tragic pageants, not personal involve

ments. My world has been a world too few people are lucky enoug_h to live 

in-one of peace and beauty. I believe in stones and water, air and soil, people 

and their future and their fate. 

The will toward affirmation in these words makes it possible to 

conclude that Adams, like Emerson, lacked a vision of evil. 
Such a conclusion is supported by looking at his work. Adam's ~h~to

graphs, like his writing about his life, betray an inability or ~n unw11lmg
ness to register pain. "America is a land of joy," he wro~e m 1938, ~fter 
studying Walker Evans's photographs of the Depression. The pr~m1se of 
the world-the dawn wind and the smell of orchards, the mh~rent 
sweetness of simple people, the great possibilities of a reasonable life-
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th sc things are important and Art (except in a f ·w instances) con ist nil 
bypasses them." Adams would bypass neither the sweetness nor the light. 
"Perhaps we must go through a real fire of some kind to re-establish a sens 
of reality," he wrote in 1948, but Adams himself seems to have avoided 
such a fate. His life was singularly loss-free and productive, and he is to b, 
believed when, in his early forties, he called himself "happier tha~ almo t 
anyone I know." His relentlessly affirmative and even anthemic image 
suggest that for Adams the big shock came early, left its mark on his face, 
and then insulated him against any comparable "suffering." 

John Mui,· arrived in California in 1868 and 

drove a herd of sheep into Yosemite Valley in 

the following yea,: Believing that glaciers had 

shaped his beloved valley, he roamed the high 

count,y in search of the living glacier which 
he discovered in 1871. Muirfozmded the 

Sierra Club in 1892. Courtesy of the John 

Muir Papers, Holt-Atherton Department of 

Special Collections, University of the Pacific 

Libraries'. Copyright 1984 Muir-Hanna Trust. 

The style and content of 
Adams's mature images certainly 
cannot be reduced to the after
effects of an early trauma. Still, his 
work does make a case about the 
place of catastrophe in our lives. By 
choosing Yosemite as his central 
subject and shooting it so consis
tently, Adams took sides in the de
bate between John Muir and 
Clarence King, one rooted in con
flicting geological visions, about 
the beneficence of creation itself. 

Muir, who founded the Sierra 
Club in 1892, was the writer who 
popularized and fought to protect, 
through the creation of Yosemite 
National Park, the Range of Light. 
King, who served as the first head of 
the U.S. Geological Survey, con
ducted, in the 1860s, the initial sur
vey of the major peaks of the 
Central Sierra. His 1872 Moun

taineering in the Sierra Nevada is as 
apocalyptic as Muir's 1894 The 

Mountains of California is benign. 
Both men loved the mountains, but 
they squared off over the question of 
how they had been made. 
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In the nineteenth century talking about geology was a way of talking 
tlu11tt od. Muir believed in the slow work of glaciers'. those powerful 

'·" ving architects that create and then disappear. Glaciers operate as a 
'trnder" hand from above rather than an unpredictable fault '.rom belo~. 
l11ir did live through a number of earthquakes while living m Yose~1te 
.tlley in the 1860s and 1870s, but he stubborn.~y ma'.ntained that glaciers 

Ii.id done the essential work of carving there. Gl~c1ers_work a~art fr~m 
in n," he wrote in his first newspaper article, published m 1871, ~~ert_mg 
I heir tremendous en~rgies in silence and darkness, outspread, spmt-like, 

hrooding above predestined rocks unknown to li~ht._" T~e language h~re 
• II hoes the Book of Genesis· Yosemite is a readable glaoer 111tent10na y ec , 

manuscript," and God its invisible and loving author. . . 
King, by contrast, reasoned that Yosemite Valley had been prec1p1tated 

by earthquakes. The high moun
tains of California, he came to be
lieve, had been formed by sudden 
and discontinuous events rather 
than by a gradual and steady evo
lution. While King did admit that 
the "terrible ice-engines" called 
glaciers had done some work in 
the Sierra Nevada, he sided with 
his boss, Josiah Whitney, head of 
the California Geological Survey, 
in identifying earthquakes as the 
primary architects of the valley. 
The geology of the West "was dis
tinctly catastrophic in the wildest 
dynamic sense," and Yosemite 
survived as its most vivid em-
blem. 

Muir wanted to believe that 
creation was a tender rather than 
a terrible affair; but nineteenth
century geology and biology had 
upset the notion of a creator pre
siding with love. The way of the 
glaciers allowed him to fuse tradi-

Cla,-ence King climbed the major peaks of the 

Central Sierra for the California Geological 

Survey during the mid-1860s. A Catastrophist 

rather than a Unifo,mitarian, King believed 

that the geology of the West, and of the Sien-a 

in particula,; has been formed by violent and 

discontinuous "moments of catastrophe.,, He 
favo,·ed earthquakes over glaciers as the 

primary architects of Yosemite Valley. 

Courtesy of the Bancroft Library. 



tional creationi ·m with th in ights of mod rn s i n e. Adams shared 
Muir's l assion for tenderness, a quality in made things that lay vrn 
beyond technique. After meeting Stieglitz in New York, he wrote: "I will 
always remember what you said about the quality of tendemess (it's ,1 

rotten word for a deep cosmic quality) in things of art. Tenderness- ,I 

sort of elastic appropriation of the essence of things into the essence pf 

yourself, without asking too many intellectual questions, and the giving 
of yourself to the resultant combination of essences. The soup stirs tlw 
cook-perhaps that's what happens in Art." The particular challeng • 
Adams set himself was to choose as his subject a world of rock and to giv • 
it, through his "neat, clean, clear-cut technique," the quality of tender 
ness. 

In the summer of 1916, after reading J.M. Hutchings's In the Heart of 

the Sierras, Adams insisted that his family visit Yosemite. On the morning 
of their arrival, his parents gave him his first camera, a Kodak Box 
Brownie. The first shot he took was of Half Dome, upside-down; Adams 
fell while shooting and accidentally hit the shutter. "There was light 
everywhere," he later wrote, and the valley and the high country beyond 
it were to become his spot. Photography began for Adams as a visual 
record of his mountain trips. "From that time on," he told Nancy New
hall in 1944, "things became crystallized in a for more healthy way." 
Adams lived in the valley during the•l930s and 1940s, and after discover
ing it as a boy, he visited Yosemite in every year of his life. He met his wife 
Virginia there in I 920 and married her at Best's Studio, run by her father, 
in 1928. While on a Sierra Club outing in 1933, Adams missed the 
delivery of his first child, who was horn in the valley. 

Like Muir, Adams ~ften hiked the high country for days alone. Like 
Muir, he sometimes camped in snow. Neither man favored fancy equip
ment; Adams's preferred footwear in the mountains was rubber-soled 
basketball shoes. Both men sought in the mountains the clarity of "crystal 
days." The metaphor of crystal is Adams's, but it originated in Muir. In 
The Yosemite (1912), Muir wrote: 

No pain here, no <lull empty hours, no fear of rhe past, no fear of the future. 

These blessed mountains are so compactly filled with Go<l's beauty, no petty 

personal hope or experience has room to be. Drinking this champagne water is 

pure pleasure, so is breathing the living air, and every movement of limbs is 

plea~ure, while the body seems to feel beauty when exposed to it ;is it feels the 
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. . not b the eyes alone, but equally through all 
~1mpfir or sunshme, ·ntcrmg . y . , cstatic pleasure-glow not 

I. h t makrng a passionate e 
one's flesh like rac iant ea ' throughout, sound as a 

I 
. bl One's body then seems homogeneous xp ama e. 

rystal. 

f k m-1tter pressured into transpar-
C :rystal is the sublime essence bo . rokc f' ~ .t For Muir crystal em bod-

. bl' n the rm o spm • ' 
i·11cy, a sohd trem mg o d . d of a body in seamless 

. f life beyon tension an h' 
I •cl the promise o a I b ame the figure for is 

. h . • rid For Adams, crysta ec, . " 
harmony wit its wo • " 11· • of perception, the 

" H sought crysta izauon 
"transcendental art. e b . l bl distances above and beyond 

. . . " of those ntt e- ue 
" rystal mcis1veness . h'l lh d h me Crystal finally became a 

f h ff his c I c oo O • • 
the horizon o t e sea o h' lf· "1 remain the same old rock, 

c h • • ty of the man imse • f 
Egure ior t e mtegn k I to have changed least o 

. f h me old roe s. . . . seem 
taking pictures o t e sa " 
all the photographers I know. h l k l"ke? It would be a photogra-

What would a crystal photogdr~dp ykoo ~d~rful portraits, and to the 
d f le Adams i ta e wo 

phy purge o peop • . ll . no human figures, he re-
h' • es typica y contam 

complaint that is imag le- the photographer and the 
ded· "There are always two peop ' fi • Adams's 

pon • . . salient human gures m 
" y n no more imagme l 

viewer. et we ca . . Ed d Weston's without them. n 
h e can 1magme war . • c , 

landscapes t an w . d the curves of his y,,ue s 
. u, (1940) Weston iuxtapose .' . 

California and the rvest ' . h h by establishing a contmu1ty 
fC l'f rn1a eart t ere 

body with the curves o a I o Ad' , work argues for a discon-
d atural forms ams s d 

between human an n . . • k onolith a shape that stan s 
. • ubiect is a pea or m ' . . " 

tinuity; his recurnng s h . "What is lonely is a spmt, 
d d f d instructs t e viewer. 

alone an war s an W d worth and Adams's photo-
A C Bradley wrote in his lecture on or s . ' 

• • k d celebrate that lonelmess. 
graphs attempt to evo e an c 1· r form Weston's vegeta-

l h hy would prerer me ove • , 
A crysta p otograp d . h palpable weight; Adams s 

d b dies are endowe wit a H. 
bles, dunes, an_ o rthl li ht. They contain not a hint of sex. . is 
shapes glow with an unea ~ g ffi , bounding outline, where lme 

. d water exist to a rm ,1 f 
mountains, trees, an I 1920 he wrote his father rom 

h k fa master engraver. n d 
becomes t e to en o . h h and spirit of a little casca e • 

"E • ortraymg t e c aracter . 
the valley: ven 111 P . F in a material sense is not 

l l l on lme and tone. orm, . " . 
one must re y so e y up . l d ndesirable." "Elevat10n is 

b t sometimes use ess an u c 
only unnecessary, u h s· , maximum 14,495 1eet. 

h • h reater than t e ierra s 
the goal, and to a. eig t g , f kind of hyperexposure; he opens the 
Adams achieves it by way o a 
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am ra t light and then filters it out The blac . 
through seem to vie fo . h. . , k and whncs that do b11, II 

Ad r space m t e finished print I I k. 
ams photograph the salient [f; . f h • n oo mg at ,111 

Th , e ect is o s arp and eve I 
e contrast sets up a shimm th d b' . n surrea contra,, 

As late as 1967 he could . e~"Iat esta '.l1zesthesolidityofthesubj· I. 
' wnte. wonder 1f I • , 

tone-full!!! My prints all seem t h am pnntmg too strong and 
see." o ave about 2x the silver of most other I 

A crystal photography chooses as its sub· . 
ness, like granite and k bl. Ject, then, a recalcitrant hard 
" ' wor s to su imate that h d . 
equivalent," to use Stieglitz's d f h ar ne~s mto the affectiv 

absolutely secondary" to 't wfi~r 'oTth e power of mmd. "The subject i 
1 s e 1ect e ph t h. . 

reveals this theory put int . • . o ograp ic image that best 
19 7 o practice was taken by Ad . 

2 ' exactly nineteen years to th d . ams on Apnl 17, 
in on his childhood home. e ay _(mmus one) after the chimneys fell 

"O~e bright Yosemite day in 1927 I made a ,, 
wrote IO the autobiography "th t h photograph, Adams 

' a was to c ange my understanding of the 
medium."_ It was to become "my 
first true visualization." With Vir
ginia and three friends Adams 
had hiked to the Diving Board, a 
slab of granite on the west shoul
der of Half Dome. Arriving at the 
spot at noon, he found the face of 
the monolith in shade H 

fat l .A 
Ansel Adams, "Half Dome with K2 yellow 

filter, 1927." This is the first of the two 

photographs Adams took on the aftemoon of 
Ap11/ 17, 1927. Copyright© 1995 by the 
'frustees of the Ansel Adams P bl. h . 

. U IS mg 
Rights Tru~t. All Rights Reserved. 
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. e ex-
posed all but two plates while 
waiting for the light. At 2:30 he 
placed a K2 filter over his Zeiss 
Tessar lens and composed th 
h "Th e s ot. e shadow effect on Half 

Dome seemed right, and I made 
t~e e:posure." "As I replaced the 
slide, Adams continued 

' 

l began to think about how the 

print was to appear, and if it 

would transmit any of the feel

ing of the monumental shape be-

I I VI• I 1111' s 12' 

for m in terms of its xprcssivc-cmotional quality. I b gan to see in my 

111ind's eye the finished print I desired: the brooding cliff with a dark sky and 

the sharp rendition of distant, snowy Tenaya Peak. I realized that only a deep 

r d filter would give me anything approaching the effect I felt emotionally. 

I had only one plate left. I attached my other filter, a W ratten #29(F), 

increased the exposure by the sixteen-times factor required, and released the 

hutter. 

The second and last shot resulted in the "desired image: not the way the 
\ubject appeared in reality but how it felt to me." "How it felt to me": this 
1s Joan Did ion's phrase, used in Slouching Towards Bethlehem, for why she 
keeps a notebook. Like Adams, Didion knows that feelings are hard to 
have, honor, and express, and like Adams, she defines her California-
entered art as a deeply affective one. 

The image that Adams produced in his second shot had little to do 
with accurately recording the world. "The sky had actually been a light, 
slightly hazy blue and the sunlit areas of Half Dome were moderately 
dark grey in value. The red filter dramatically darkened the sky and the 
shadows on the great cliff." The resulting image offers a viewer day-for
night, a high-resolution glimpse of the rock face that seems to coincide 
with a near-eclipse of the sun. This is not a light ever seen on land or sea. 
It is a light that brings into focus the power of photography to creat~ a 
world answerable to the shape and scope of human desire. 

Like Muir, Adams conducted a lifelong campaign on behalf of his 
beloved Sierra, using both photographs and political action to make his 
case. Both men created through their activities a popular demand for 
access to the very wilderness they sought to protect. In 1940 Adams's 
images, shown to President Roosevelt, helped secure passage of the bill 
that created Kings Canyon National Park. "Public presentation is a 
game," Adams wrote Weston in 1934, "and none of us can neglect that 
attitude towards it." Adams played the game so well that he became, by 
the 1970s, the most famous photographer in America, a man who had 
converted the lineaments of the mountains into the portable spectacle of 
calendar art. In 1981 a mural-sized print of Moonrise, Hernandez, New 
Mexico, 1941 sold for $71,500, the highest price paid for a photograph up 
to that time. Adams estimated that a million copies of his books had been 
sold before the 1979 publication of Yosemite and the Range of Light. By 
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l'IH5, that volume had sold a hundr d thousand copies m paper and 
11w1 h r hundred thousand in hardback. As the Adams industry grew, his 
l11,11s hold came to include two cooks, a photographic assistant, a com-
1'"' ·r perator, a bookkeeper, and a manager-biographer. 

In 1949 Paul Strand wrote Adams a letter about "the whole problem of 
1 ,1ablishing a proper value for a photograph." Strand complained that 

dams had set too low a price for a run of a portfolio, a price that 
undermined the basic concept of the value of a photographic print. In a 
, hcerful reply Adams wrote, "To me the essence of the photographic 
process is its reproducibility." By way of his reproductions, more tourists 
have visited Yosemite than could ever have crowded into the valley in 
fact. Through his consistent practice and vast productivity, Adams con
verted California into a hard-edged, idealized, and above all an available 

version of itself, an image that usurps the need for physical travel. 
When Beaumont Newhall was removed from the directorship of 

the department of photography at the Museum of Modern Art, Adams 
wrote a letter of protest against "a regime which is inevitably favorable to 
the spectacular and 'popular.'" Yet these were precisely the aspects of 
twentieth-century photography with which he became firmly associated. 
Few would argue the sheer appeal of Adams's images; they are, by any 
standard, beautiful things. A question that remains is whether his photo
graphs adequately reflect, in Did ion's words, "the price of things." l 

The catastrophes that shaped Adams's beloved Yosemite-and, for 
that matter, his own life-remain invisible presences in his panoramas of 
composure. The irony of his Yosemite Valley images is that they minutely 
record the aftereffects of the very natural processes they set out to sup
press. Modern geologists agree that earthquakes had a prominent role in 
creating the present spectacle of the valley. Arrested by this catastrophic 
production, Muir and Adams choose to focus on a theory of making that 
left out shock and pain. But catastrophe produces spectacle; this is the hard 
lesson imparted by California history and geology. For evidence of this 
fact, Adams had only to refer to Genthe's career, which was made by the 
opportunity provided by an earthquake. It was after San Francisco had 
been split open that Genthe had gone out into the streets and produced 
"pictures," as he wrote, "of lasting interest." The metaphor of crystal, so 
dear to Adams and to Muir, compensated for the fact of a primal fracture, 
a break that also had the power to make a landscape of surpassing force. 
Adams's is a vision haunted by the very forces it would exclude, and it is 

• 
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possil,I • 10 r :1d his ph tographs as the quival ·nt of an immens :1nx1 IV, 

on generated by the carefully managed awareness that he lived in a l.11111 
of faults as well as beauty. 

SEVEN YEARS AFTER the earthquake, the water that was to enable rlw 
development of the modern city of Los Angeles arrived in South ·111 

California from the Owens Valley. In a pattern that continues toda , 
California agreed to drain its north in order to irrigate its south. The wat •r 
made subdivision possible, a story told in Roman Polanski's Chinatown 

(1974). Meanwhile oil was discovered in 1921 at Signal Hill, north of Long 
Beach. The oil lubricated a building boom, a story told in Jack Nicholson's 
Two Jakes (1990). "There's one thing about Los Angeles that makes it 
different from most places," the oil .tnan played by Richard Farnsworth 
says, "and that's two things. You got a desert with oil under it. Second, you 
got a lot of water around it." Unfortunately the water is salt and the oil is 
largely gone. What thrives is the culture of spectacle, one in which an 
entire region can shut down its major north-south freeway in order to 
cheer the televised escape, in a white Ford Bronco, of a celebrity fugitive. 

In 1910 D. W. Griffith moved Biograph's winter operation to Los 
Angeles. In less than three months he shot twenty-one films, most of them 
using Southern California settings. Cti:il B. DeMille located his operation 
in Hollywood in 1914, after the successful shooting of The Squaw Man. 

The most familiar image of the earthquake and fire was generated some 
twenty years later in the Clark Gable/Jeanette MacDonald film San 
Francisco (1936). Richarp Rodriguez, writing from the Castro district in 
the 1990s, remarks in bays of Obligation on the abiding and usurping 
power of the film's images: "Few American cities have had the experi
ence, as we have had, of watching the civic body burn even as we stood, 
out of body, on a hillside, in a movie theatre. Jeanette MacDonald's loony 
scatting of 'San Francisco' has become our go-to-hell anthem. San Fran
cisco has taken some heightened pleasure from the circus of final things." 

San Francisco contains no image equal to Genthe's. But it owes much, 
indirectly, to the precocity of northern California camera work. San Fran
cisco can rightly claim, along with New York, to be the agora of modern 
American still photography, having fostered the careers of artists like 
Carleton Watkins, Eadweard Muybridge, Weston, Adams, Cunning
ham, and Genthe. It can claim more, since the world's first "moving" 
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"Edgerton-Trotting, Sti·ide, 18H, 3 IN." This serieJ of photographs by Muybridge shows 

the carnage wheel and horse as they move across numbered trip wires. From The Horse in 

Motion,_ with text by J.D.B. Stillman and an appendix by Muybridge. Courtesy of the 
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when rotated, projected a series of still images onto a screen in order to 
create the illusion of motion. San: Francisco after Muybridge remained 
the center of still photography, leaving Los Angeles to commercialize the 
image in motion with an industry that gave spectacle an unprecedented 
luminosity and scale. 

The San Francisco earthquake and fire mark the eclipse, in California, 
of a world of d imen'sion and depth, a world replaceable by the image of it. 
A_s the century turned, both still and moving photography were begin
~mg to_ creat~ an alternative universe. Any understanding of how life was 
lived either m San Francisco or, especially, in its rival city to the south 
would yield increasingly to the amplified and the two-dimensional; Los 
~ngeles was to become the most "filmed" city on earth. As a result, it was 
images of Los Angeles that increasingly showed audiences around the 
worl~ how life was lived in cities. Those who would express and analyze 
1 hr history of this emerging metropolis learned to articulate themselves 
1 1111 1 1 h gathering pressure of a vast visual mediation. Between hear-
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE POLITICS 
OF WATER 

The Shift South 

THE SAN FRANCISCO EARTHQUAKE and fire is an event whose meaning is 
largely self-enclosed. It presents something of a dead-end for hi~tori

cal analysis, a happening unproduced by human agency and therefore one 
in which responsibility gives way to response. What figures in the ac
counts of it is the feel or shape or look of the thing. The fire did break the 
city's continuity with its Gold Rush origins and "cleared the way," as 
Kevin Starr has it, for the building of the modern city of San Francisco. 
But during the rebirth of the city out of the flames, there also occurred a 
displacement of energy east and especially south. The Moore Shipbuild
ing Company moved from San Francisco to Oakland in 1906 and inaugu
rated the first boom in the modern East Bay economy. Los Angeles 
experienced even more significant growth after the fire. This southward 
shift was not a case of moving directly into some suddenly opened 
economic or cultural breach. Rather, all the forces that had been gathering 
to shift California's wealth and power southward came together in the 
next two decades. At the center of this story was not fire but water. 

The water that brought life and expansion to Southern California also 
brought deep political hurt. Yet unlike the visitations of fire, the workings 
of water's power were often invisible. They took effect slowly, over 
decades, as a kind of occluded spectacle, one whose dimensions are still 
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